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SAD.871/2/1-3 [early 20th century]
Portrait photographs of General Sir Reginald Wingate, Governor-General of the Sudan 1900-1916 and High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan 1917-1919; Lord Lloyd, High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan 1925-1929; and Sir Percy Loraine, High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan 1929-1933
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The camel's load in life and death: iconography and ideology of Chinese pottery figurines from Han to Tang and their relevance to trade along the silk routes

Knauer, Elfriede Regina.
c1998
Available at Bill Bryson Library Level 3 738.0951 KNA

Title: The camel's load in life and death: iconography and ideology of Chinese pottery figurines from Han to Tang and their relevance to trade along the silk routes
Author: Knauer, Elfriede Regina.
Publisher: Zurich: Akanthus
Creation date: c1998
Subjects: Ming ch'i; Camels in art; Pottery, Chinese -- To 618; Pottery, Chinese -- Tang-Five dynasties, 618-900
Related titles: Series: Akanthus crescents ; 4
Language: English
Format: 159 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 23 cm.
Identifier: ISBN 3905083124
Source: 44DUR LMS DS
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Title: figures (Earthenware, covered with cream clay slip and brown lead glaze.)
Creation date: 700-800, Tang
Description: Earthenware model of a Bactrian camel, covered in cream slip and brown, lead glaze, made for burial purpose.
Subjects: Camel
Dimensions: height 540 mm; length 336 mm; width 135 mm
Physical Description: Earthenware, covered with cream clay slip and brown lead glaze.
Material: materials — inorganic material — clay — clay products — ceramic — earthenware
Object number: DUROM 1965.19
Production place: Asia, East Asia, China, north
Asia — East Asia — China — Hunan — Changsha
Production period: language-related concepts — Chinese — Tang
Notes: -
Credit line: gift from the Rt Hon Malcolm MacDonald
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